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ABSTRACT

Aim of this paper is to develop a mechanical system for

cleaning domestic cylindrical water tank. The mechanical system

includes two main mechanisms which are thread bar mechanism and

reciprocating four bar linkage mechanism. Thread arrangement is

used to move whole mechanical system up and down for cleaning the

cylindrical tank. The setup holder is fixed on the tankr and the four-bar

mechanism is attached to the thread bar. PVC brushes are attached to the

ends of the four-bar linkage. The purpose of this project is to reduce the

human efforts and to avoid the chemical influence on health of person

entering the tank for cleaning.
.

In this modern. world, cleaning of

overhead tanks manually is a tedious job. To overcome this we have

aimed at tackling the disadvantages of cleaning overhead tanks, so an

mechanical system overhead tank cleaning is designed to provide high

safety, high efficiency, less time for cleaning and to avoid environmental

pollution problems.. The thread rod is rotated with the help ofa rotating

handle. The clockwise rotation of the thread bar will make the arms move

up and downand vice versa.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Necessity of Cleaning Water Tank Every day we use the tank
water for brushing and bathing, for cleaning and moping, for washing
clothes and in other household chores. With the passage of time, sediment,
scale and algae get deposited on the walls, ceiling and floor of the water
tank. This deposition contaminates the water and makes is unfit for use.
With time algae and bacteria grow and breed in this water infect it and
could make us fall sick eventually. Hence water tank cleaning is very
important.

In recent studies it has been found that no automation based
machine used in cleaning of overhead tank. This is because of the irregular
shape and various heights of the tank locations. With previous survey made
an attempt to make a machine by automation process for cleaning tank. An
alternate solution has made a plan to solve this problem. In India, the usage
of sintex tanks by the people is approximately 71% After studies made the
information that have faced a lot of difficulties like continuous work in the
dirty places, irregular payment and other various seasons. Continuous work
and irregular payment may also be the major reason for this attempt. So

came to a conclusion that cleaning the overhead tank using automation

process can be useful to solve all the problems. In this case, machine has

the capability to clean the tank easily and quickly. Designing of our

machine is based on the survey report conducted.

The purpose of this project is to reduce the human efforts and to

avoid the chemical influence on health of person entering the tank for



cleaning. In this modern. world, cleaning of overhead tanks manually is a

tedious job. To overcome this we have aimed at tackling the

disadvantages of cleaning overhead tanks, so an mechanical system
overhead tank cleaning is designed to provide high safety, high

efficiency, less time for cleaning and to avoid environmental pollution
problems. Purpose of this project is to clean domestic cylindrical water

tank with the help of mechanical system. The mechanical system consists
of a thread rod attached to two arms with brushes at ends. The two arms

are connected to the thread rod by nut. By rotating the thread rod, the up

down motion of the two arms is achieved. The gear rod is rotated

with the help of a rotating handle. The clockwise rotation of the main

shaft will make the arms move and vice versa. The achievement of this

project is reduction of cost and manual labor because there will be

harmful diseases for the person who will go inside and it will affect the

health as well as the other human being who consumes water from the

tank.
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2. NECESSITY OF WATER TANK CLEANING

Every day we use the tank water for brushing and bathing, for

cleaning and moping, for washing clothes and in other household chores.

With the passage of time, sediments scale and algae get deposited on the

walls, ceiling and floor of the water tank. This deposition contaminates

the water and makes is unfit for use. With time algae and bacteria grow

and breed in this water infect it and could make us fall sick eventually.

Hence water tank cleaning is very important. By using contaminated

water it make us unhealthy and cause sick for us. In order to avoid this we

want use clean water. In most of the house we were using overhead tanks

like San tech and syntax. In this project we have designed a mechanical

system to clean the cylindrical overhead water tank cleaner.

2.1 Major problems of un cleaned water

The five main reasons why cleaning your water tank is

necessary are listed below:

2.1.1 Waterborne Internal Diseases: If you keep your water tanks un

cleaned for years, there are high chances that the water will get

contaminated by many bacteria or virus. And if your tank water gets

contaminated by harmful bacteria and virus, then there is a high

chance for you to get sick along with your family. Internal water-

borne diseases such as diarrhea, typhoid and cholera are the most

common type of diseases in India, that's caused by contaminated

water. Usually, this happens in the case of drinking contaminated

water from outside; but still, if your water tank remains untidy then

these diseases can hit you through your overhead tank. Sometimes,
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malaria is also caused through water; therefore, keep the lid of your

tank shut, so that mosquitoes can't breed there. This is the very first

reason why cleaning overhead water tank once or twice a year makKe

sense.

2.1.2 Skin Diseases: Why just internal diseases, contaminated water

can also cause skin diseases. It is obvious that you wouldn't be using

your tank water just for drinking right? You will bathe with it and also

wash your clothes and utensils. Therefore, while you keep in touch

with such contaminated water, you can definitely be attacked by some

skin diseases. You must be knowing that hard water ruins your hair,

right? Similarly, if your water contaminated by some toxic matter or

some germs, don't you think it will harm your skin? Of course, it will!

Don't think just ground water can cause skin diseases, an uncleaned
tank may also result in contamination of water. But you could easily

avoid such skin diseases by cleaning overhead water tank every 6

months or so.

2.1.3 Foul Odor: If you water is uncleaned for ages, then it is obvious
that it is going to smell as foul as drain water. This is the resultof
residues and sediments that is mixed in your drinking water.
Sometimes foul odor in the water may not be harmful to your health,
but you may not be able to drink it because of its foul smel1

2.1.4 Bad Taste: Usually, it is the iron content in the water that gives
you a metallic taste, and you would also see the colour is slightly rusty
or reddish. But, if you taste something completely different than the
metallic taste then this could also be the result of sediments mixed



with the tank water. Therefore, cleaning your water tank is necessary
And in any way, you canno drink water that tastes bad.

2.1.5 Different Color: If you find your water to be rusty in colour and

is staining your glass as well, then don't worry it's a case of iron

content in water, that isn't harmful at all, in fact, it improves oxygen
circulation in blood. But if you find some tiny sediment dissolved in

water, or water that is foul collared then you might need to stop using

it immediately and test it, and then take essential steps. If your tank is

dirty, it can dissolve few particles; but if the water color is extremely
different, the water cleaning is necessary.



3. LITERATURE REVIEW

1. Shubham srivastav "design and development of cylindrical

water tank cleaner", january 2016. In this work they design

mechanical system consists of two main mechanisms which arc

gear mechanism and reciprocating four bar linkage mechanism.

The gear used is worm gear which is used to reciprocate whole

mechanical system up and down according to the height of

cylindrical tank. Four-bar attach to the main shaft and its other end

is attach to pvc brushes. Four bar linkage is designed in such a way

that it adjust according to inside diameter of the tank. When the a.c

motor is switch on the main shaft rotate in turn the linkage rotates

and with the help of brushes, the wall and bottom of tanks gets

cleaned. He conclude that overhead water tanks cleaning

equipment's was conceived and developed. This equipment was

found to be effective in cleaning cylindrical overhead tanks.

During cleaning the rotating brush needs to move up and down

manually for complete cleaning with the help of rotating handle of

worm gear. The cleaning is carried out by rotating brushes at

constant speed (120rpm).

2. Shelke prasad k. "automatic water tank cleaning machine" , feb

2017.in this design a mechanical system includes two main

mechanisms which are rack and pinion gear mechanism and

reciprocating four bar linkage mechanism. The rack and pinion

arrangement is used to move whole mechanical system up and

down for cleaning the cylindrical tank. The rack is fixed on the

motor and the four-bar mechanism is attached to the motor shaft.

Pvc brushes are attached to the ends of the four-bar linkage. Four

bar linkage is made in such a way that it can be adjusted according



to inside diameter of the tank. When the motor is started the

linkage rotates and with the help of brushes, cleaning of wall ana

base of tank takes place. He concludes that the water tank cleaner
was used to clean the water tanks by using rotating brushes. 1nis

method was more effective and safe than the conventional
methods. This method is capable to clean water tanks within less

time and human efforts.

3. S. Abhishekhet "design and fabrication of automatic system

overhead tank cleaning" 4, april 2017.in this work present a

concept of the mechatronics system consists of a grooved gear rod

attached to two arms with brushes at ends. The two arms are

connected to the gear rod by nut. By rotating the gear rod, the up

and down motion of the two arms is achieved. The gear rod is

rotated with the help of a d.c gear motor. The main grooved shaft is

powered by an a.c motor. The motor and the shaft are connected by

a rubber belt. The clockwise rotation of the main shaft will make

the arms move and vice versa. The whole operation is controlled

by a circuit consisting of relay switches, buttons, and pic

microcontroller. The number of times for the operation to repeat

can be fed into the circuit. He concludes that advanced model for

tank cleaning system is cleaning the tanks thus making the

operation user friendly. The working prototype is promising both

in terms of imparting cleanliness and avoiding excess manpower.

4. Ms.smitagourkhedeet, "design & fabrication of drain cleaning

machine" in this work the construction of drain cleaning

mechanism is very simple; the equipments required for the

machine are less. It mainly consists of electric motor, bearing, belt

and pulleys, and other small materials like angular bar, etc. Using



this equipments the garbage is cleared from the drains which
somewhat cleans the water. The main purpose of the machine is to
clean the garbage from chocked drains and increase the flow of
drain water from flowing through them. In our drain cleaning
mechanism two electric motors are used, one electric motor which
is used to rotate the pulley with the help of belt. The motor is used
for uplifting the garbage from drain through a plate. An electric
motor is an electrical machine that converts electrical energy into
mechanical energy.

5. Pramod b jachaket "computerized underwater robot to clean water
tank" 4, 2016.cleaning of storage water tanks is a tedious job.
Entire work needs to be done manually, and when manual work is

considered, it is a risky task. Considering height of water tanks the
shortage of oxygen can be a major issue. Hence the need for use of

underwater robotic systems has become more apparent. They are

developing a system in which user will remotely navigate the robot

the way he wants as well as control certain operations like

cleaning, brushing, sucking etc. This paper surveys a state of art for

underwater robotic technologies. This project aims to provide key

reference for future development in automated underwater

cleaning. Hence we are implementing a new idea for wireless robot

control system which will clean water tank efficiently without any

human intervention in addition to that it will also save manual

work, avoid accidents. This automated task is efficient to brush up

impure water or bacteria at the core of water tank and suck the

impure water for proper reuse or disposal.

6. Ahmad 'athifmohdfaudzi "clean water supply is important in

ensuring good health of people ".. Water supply is distributed from

water storage tanks. Sediment that accumulates over time in water



storage tanks will deteriorate the water quality used by consumers.

Water storage tanks are required to be cleaned once in every three
years by water utility operators or tank cleaning service providers.
Water supply disruption can be prevented and cleaning process wi
be more efficient and cost effective. An rov is built to operate
underwater and vacuum out sediments from water tank. Rovs

development has been an on-going research and development area.

Several university students, researchers and even companies are

constantly improving current rovs system that can be suitable to

use in various tank-cleaning applications. Rov is able to suck out

small amount of sediment from water tank with tank depth of 1 m.

Lastly; future work on testing with bigger and thicker amount of

sediment in real water tank can be done to further validate the rov

cleaning effectiveness.

7. Dhiraj m. Bankar, "design and fabrication of floor cleaning

machine" 4, issue: 3.mar 2017. In recent years, floor cleaning and

fabrication of manually operated floor cleaning machine. The

conventional floor cleaning and machines is most widel used in

airport platforms, railway platforms, hospitals, bus stands, malls

and in many other commercial places. These devices need an

electrical energy for its operation not user friendly. In india,

especially in summer, there is power crisis and most of the floor

cleaning machine is not used effectively due to this problem,

particularly in bus stands. Hence it is a need to develop low cost,

user friendly floor cleaning machine. In this project, an effort has

been made to develop a manually operated floor cleaning machine

so that it can be an alternative for conventional floor cleaning

analysis of the floor cleaning machine was done using suitable

commercially available software. The conventionally used



materials were, considered for then components of floor cleaning

machine. Manually operated floor cleaning machine is an

alternative for an automated floor cleaning machine during power

crisis.

This section presents the critical analysis of existing

literature which is relevant to overhead water tank cleaning system

and its mechanisms. Though, the literature consists of a lot many

research contributions, but, here, we have analyzed around eight

research and review papers. The existing approaches are categorized

based on the basic concepts involved in the mechanisms.The emphasis

is on the concepts used by the concerned authors, the database used

for experimentations and the performance evaluation parameters.

Their claims are also highlighted. Finally, the findings are summarized

related to the studied and analyzed research papers. Section concludes

with the motivation behind identified problem.

Table 3.1 Literature Review

Sr. Ref. no. Concept used Claimed by Our

Concerned findinNo. concern

Author(s) and authors (s)

years

Thonge Suraj, A mechanical The authors Adjus

. Shelke system observed that tment

Prasad,Wakte which clean the the Cleaning is ofthe

Vaibhav tank done more syste

,Thonge mechanically effective than the m

conventional insideSharad ,Prof. using brush,

theShinde,(2017) rack and pinion, methods.
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bar linkage and
tank

motor.
is

diffic

ult.
Abhishek, | A mechanical | The

S.
authors Clean

D. Kiran, P.
observed tha the ing of

and which clean the | Cleaning is done the

2. system

Praveen

Dr. K. L. tank
effective tankmore

Senthilkumar mechanically than the using
(2017) using brush, conventional this

rack and pinion , | methods. syste
bar m is
linkage and not
motor. effecti

ve.
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Prayosha Sedimclean water | Sedimclean Only
innovative tank water tank clean
(2017) cleaning machine | cleaning machine| the

which which sedim
cleansediments in| clean sediments ents
the tank. in the in the
It is a vacuum | tank. It is a tank
cleaner type notvacuum
system which cleaner type the
clean the tank system which scale
without removing | clean the tank | and
the wateer without algae
from the tank. removing the inside

water from the

the tank. tank.

Brown J. A Powerful tanker Veryvacuum
(1989) technology to for expen4.

clean Big water cleaning storage | sive

tank more tanks which is an

efficient and in vaccine cleaning

very less time system for

cleaning the

water tank and

also acts as a

water pump to

force water
5. M.S.Triantafill An efficient Fish-like Good

swimmingvehicle underwatermicro| workiou and G. S.
is a mechanical

RobotTriantafyllou,
system to clean which ng
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(2003) the swimming cleanthe
pool usingmotor,

swimming poolmechanical
effectively.arrangements,

brush and
floss.

N. Design |A high torque Good
Trimmer and considerations for | less speed motor perfor

W. S.

6.

K. J. practical| of very small in manc
Gabriel electrostatic size.
(1987) micro-motor

Dr.R.K.Bansal Kinematics of None Good
(2011) machine. study

Shubham Design and Easy to use and | It is

Shrivastav, Development effective large8.

of Cylindrical cleaning of the in sizeHari

Om Kumar Water tank vater and

(2016) cleaner. tank is done heavy

in

weigh
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4. DESCRIPTION
OF COMPONENTS

To design our project we have used several components. And thecomponents are listed below:

Threaded bar
Mild steel strip
Nylon brushes

Setup holder
Movable fixture

constant fixture
rotating handle

12 v dc battery

12 dc waterpump

Bolts

Nuts
Washers

4.1 Threaded bar

A threaded rod, also known as a stud, is a relatively long rod that
is threaded on both nds, the thread may extend along the complete length

of therod. They are designed to be used in tension. Threaded rod in bar

stock form is often called all-thread.
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sadaadddd4dddd4ddadd14ddddde

Figure 4.1 Threaded bar

4.1.1 Making of thread bar:

For making thread bar we have select a mild steel rod of 1 meter
in length and 12mm in diameter and performed threading operation in
lathe machine.

4.1.1.1 Threading on lathe machine

Lathe Threading. Thread cutting on the lathe is a process that
produces a helical ridge of uniform section on the workpiece. This is
performed by taking successive cuts with a threading toolbit the same
shape as the thread form required.

Thread calculations: To cut a correct thread on the lathe, it is
necessary first to make calculations so that the thread will have proper
dimensions. The following diagrams and formulas will be helpful when
calculating thread dimensions.

xample: Calculate the pitch, depth, minor diameter, and width offlat for a 3/4-10 NC thread.

P 1/n = 1/10 = 0.100 in.

Depth= 7500 xPitch = 7500 X.100= 0750in.
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iometer = Major Diameter -(D+ D) = .750 (.075+Minor
075)

0.600in.

Width ofFlat = P/8 = (1/8) x(1/10) =.0125 in.

Spindle

Bear
Spindle Work

Tool

Carriage
Gear on

the
leadscrew

Leadscrew

Thread cutting

Figure 4.2 Threaded cutting operation

4.2 Mild steel strip

Strip Steel or cold rolled strip is a steel product that is produced fromn

a hot rolled strip that has been pickled. The coil is then reduced by a

single stand cold roll steel mill straight away or reversing mill or in a

tandem mill consisting of several single stands in a series. The strip is

reduced to approximately final thickness by cold-rolling directly, or with

the inclusion of an annealing operation at some intermediate thickness to

facilitate further cold reduction or to obtain mechanical properties desired



finished product. High carbon strip steel requires additionalin
the

annealin

desiredod width through the process of roll slitting,
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and cold reduction operations.aThe coil is then slit to the

oduct typically consists of cold rolled steel that has been cutThe

frequentlytly interleaved with paper or another material which protects the

intostrips of a specific width and coiled or oscillate coiled for delivery,

surface finish of the materia and assists in retaining oil or some other rust
on solution. This product is often later stamped to form a partprevention solution.

from the strip steel.

Figure 4.3 mild steel strip
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4.3
Nylon brushes

Figure 4.4 nylon brush

A brush is a common tool with bristles, wire or other filaments. It generally consists
of a handle or block to which filaments are affixed in either a parallel or perpendicular
orientation, depending on the way the brush is to be gripped during use. The material
of both the block and bristles or filaments is chosen to withstand hazards of its
intended use, such as corrosive chemicals, heat or abrasion. It is used
for cleaning grooming hair, make up, painting, surface finishing and for many other
purposes. It is one of the most basic and versatile tools in use today, and the average
household may contain several dozen varieties.

A common way of. setting the bristles, brush filaments, in the
orush is the staple or anchor set brush in which the filament is forced with
a staple by the middle into a hole with a special driver and held there by

e pressure against all of the walls of the hole and the portions of the



staplenailed to i

kind of

the bottom of the hole. The staple can be replaced with a
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anchor, whici is a piece of rectangular profile wire that isthe hole, like in most toothbrushes. Another way
he bristles to the surface can be found in a fused brush, in whichof being inserted into a hole, a plastic fibre is welded to another

to the wall of t
ancho

to
attach the bristles to the

instead

plastic surfaeurface, giving the option to use different diameters of bristles in
the same brush.

4.4 Setup holder

Figure 4.5 setup holder

he setup holder is created by the mild steel plate of 3mm thickness

and 1Smm in breath. We have make a drill on 12mm diameter and

welded with a nut of 12mm inner diameter. And then it is screwed in to
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the threaded bar of 12mm diameter. We have designed the setup holder assetup holder as
required for our convenience.

4.5 Movable fixture

Figure 4.6 movable fixture

The movable fixture is made from a square pipe of 20mm*20mm of mild

steel. The fixture is allowed free to move up and down by thus we can

extend and contract the brush holder in which the brush are fastened to

the brush holder. We have made drill on the movable fixture to connect
tne connecting link to the brush holder with the movable fixture.

We have designed the setup holder as required for our convenience.
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4.6 Constant fixture

Figure 4.7 constant fixture

The constant fixture is made from a square pipe of 20mm*20mm of
mild steel. bar into the At center we have drilled a hole for 12 mm
diameter and inserted the threaded hole and make a weld. As the result of
weld the constant fixture is fixed with the threaded bar.

And also we have drilled a hole for 6mm diameter on both sides of
square pipe form 45mm form the center of the square pipe to fix the brush
holder in which the brushes are fastened with the help of fasteners in
order to reduce the miss alignment we have used washers. We have to
design the constant fixture as required for our convenience.
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4.7 Connecting link

Figure 4.8 connecting link

The connecting link is made up of mild steel strip of 3mm thick and

15mm in breath. The end of the connecting link is drilled with Smm drill

bit to connect the connecting link with the movable fixture and brush

holder with the help of fasteners. By moving the movable fixture up and

down the brush holder connected with brush get extend and contracts

according to the motion of the movable fixture.
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4,8 Rotating handle

Figure 4.9 rotating handle

The rotating handle is made up of mild steel strip of 3mm thick and
15mm in breath. The length of the rotating handle is 30cm in length. The
one end of the handle is drilled with 12mm diameter drill bit. The hole is
fitted to the opposite end of the threaded bar were the constant fixture is
welded. The another end of the holder is welded with the bolt for
comfortable rotating.

4.9 Selection of nuts

A nut is a type of fastener with a threaded hole. Nuts arealmost always

used in conjunction with a mating bolt to fasten two or more parts

getner. The two partners are kept together by a combination of their



parts to be held together. The most common shape is hexagonal, for

tightspots), but more (and smaller) corners would be vulnerable to being

threads' friction, a sli

imilarreasons as the bolthead 6 sides

rounded

tight

oft. It takes only1/6th of a rotation to obtain the next side of the

a slight stretching ofthe bolt, and compression
of the
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onal, for

give a good granularity of angles for a tool to approach from (good inin

rounde

hexagonand grip is optir

.the requisite grip and polygons with fewer than 6 sides take more

grip is optimal. However polygons with more than 6sides do
notgive the requisi

he ojven a complete such as wing nuts for finger adjustment and
time to be given

captive nuts (e.g. cage nuts) for inaccessible area. A wide variety of nutss from household haraware versions to specialized industry-specificexis

designs that are engineered

et various technical standards. Fasteners used in automotive,
ngineering, and industrial applications usually need to be tightened to a
specificenecific torque setting, using a torque wrench. Nuts are graded with
ctrength ratings compatible with their respective bolts.

4.10 Selection of Screw

A screw is a mechanism that converts rotational motion to linear

motion, and a torque (rotational force) to a linear force. It is one of the six

classical simple machines. The most common form consists of cylindrical

shaft with helical grooves or ridges called threads around the outside. The

screw passes through a hole in another object or medium, with threads on

the inside of the hole that mesh with the screw's threads. When the shaft

of the screw is rotated relative to the stationary threads the screw moves

along its axis relative to the medium surrounding it for example rotating a

wood screw forces it into wood. In screw mechanisms, either the screw

Snaft can rotate through a threaded hole in a stationary object, or a

Threaded collar such as a nut can rotate stationary screw shaft.



Geometrically, a screw can

around a cylinder.

25be viewed as a narrow inclined plane wrapped

4.11 2 volt debattery

A battery is device
krnchemical cells with external connections provided to power

a
consisting

of one ormore

electrical devices such as flashlights, mobile phones, and electriccars.When a battery is!

the athode and its neg

negartive is the source

supplying electric power, its positive terminal isnegative terminal is the anode2 The terminal marked
of electrons that will flow through an external

electric circuit

nal electric load, a redox reaction converts high-energy reactants to

to the ositive terminal. When a battery is connected to an

awer-energy products, and the free-energy difference is delivered to the
ornal circuit as electrical energy. Historically the term "battery"
enecifically referred to a device composed of multiple cells, however the
usage has evolved to include devices composed of a single cell.

UE1280

Figure 4.10 12v de battery



264.12 12v de pump

.

Figure 4.11 12v dc pump

A pump is a device that moves. fluids. Pumps operate by some
mechanism (typically reciprocating or rotary), and consume energy to

perform mechanical work moving the fluid. Pumps operate via many

energy sources, including manual operation, electricity, engines, or wind

power, come in many sizes, from microscopic for use in medical

applications to large industrial pumps. Mechanical pumps serve in a wide

range of applications such as pumping water from wells, aquarium

filtering, pond filtering and aeration, in the car industry for water-

the energy industry for pumping
cooling and fuel injection, in

oil and natural gas or for operating cooling towers. In the medical

ndustry, pumps are used for biochemical processes in developing and

nufacturing medicine, and as artificial replacements for body parts, in

particular the artificial heart and penile prosthesis.
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5. WORKING METHOD
5.1 At extended stage

Movable
fixture

Figure 5.1 extended view

This is the extended view of the water tank cleaner. when the

movable fixture moved upp the brush holder get contracts,due to the

reason of connecting links.

5.2 At contracted stage

Figure 5.2 contracted view



This is the contracted view of the water tank cleaner. Due to contraction
the cleaner setup is casy to move inside and outside of the tank, without
any obstacles. Because the manhole diameter is very smaller when
compared to the setup at the extended stage.

5.3 Setup inside the tank

Figure 5.3 setup inside the tank

Cleaning area

5.4 setup holder

Setup holder is placed on the top of the tank. Simply the

setup is mounted on the manhole and holded by our hands the

image is displayed below,
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Rotating8

handle

Sctup
holder

Figure 5.4 setup holder
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6. SOLID WORK DESIGN

6.1 Solid works

SolidWorks
Figure 6.1 solid works logo

Solid Works is a solid modelling computer-aided design (CAD)

and computer-aided engineering (CAE) computer program that runs

primarily on Microsoft Windows. ... According to the publisher, over two

million engineers and designers at more than 165,000 companies were

using Solid Works as of 2016

We used solid works software to create a prototype model and

with help of the design we communicate with team numbers and do some

correction and started some fabrication.
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6.2 Assembly in solid works

WATER TANK CLEANER PROJECT ASSEMBLY

A
Figure 6.2 solid works assembly

This the final assembly of water tank cleaner. The assembly consist of

1) Thread rod

2) Movable fixture

3) Constant fixture

4) Brushes

5) Rotating handle

6) Set up holder

7) Fastener
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6.2.1 Thread rod

THEADEDBAR

Figure 6.3 threaded rod

6.2.2 Movable fixture

Figure 6.4 movable fixture
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6.2.3 constant fixture

Figure 6.5 constant fixture

6.2.4 Brush holder

RUSH ASSEMBLY

Figure 6.6 brush holder
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6.2.5 Rotating handle

ROTAING MANDt

Figure 6.7 Rotating handle

6.2.6 Step up holder

SET UP HOLDER

Figure 6.8 step up holder
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7. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

An automated tank cleaning machine is a machine used to clean the

overhead tanks such those found to store the water. Tanks must be

cleaned from time to time for various reasons. The main reason is to clean

the tank is allow to gets fungus. Thus the tank is to be inspected or

maintenance to be performed regularly. Automated tank cleaning

machines work in a manner similar to a wall cleaner. A D.C motor of

about 12V which runs at 60rpm is used in this project to move the side

shafts up and down continuously. An AC motor of about 0.25HP which

runs at 1440rpm is used for rotating the shaft at the fixed speed. The shaft

is mounted on the motor in the T- shape rod. The machine is attached at

the top of the tank. Then the brushes are mounted at the three end of the

shaft through a surface of the tank.

Rack Pinion
ATranaement

-MANDLE
Moto

TANK

-LINKs

8RUSH
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Figure 7.l future design

7.1 Main components

1) Gear motor

2) Rack and pinion

3) Four bar link

4) Shaft

5) Handle

6) Brushes

7.2 Selection of Motor

Two motors are used in the machine. The 0.25 horse power

electrical type single phase Ac motor is us ed to run the rotatory

brushes. Another 12V horse power DC motor is connected to the

shaft to run the brushes and it is connected to the connecting rod to

transfer the rotary motion into linear motion by means of

reciprocating motion is achieved. This is used for up and down

motion of the shaft which is the last step carried in the machine.

The mechanism used is spring compression mechanism

Figure 7.2 gear motor
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13 Rack and pinion arrangements
A rack and pinion is a type of linear actuator that comprises apair of gears which converts rotational motion into linear motion.A circular gear called "the pinion'" engages teeth on a linear "gear"bar called "the rack". Rotational motion applied to the pinioncauses the rack to move relative to pinion. Thus the motor attachedto the rack is moved in vertical direction along the guide way withthehelp ofhandle attached to the pinion

AAAAA

Figure 7.3 Rack and pinion

7.4 Four Bar Linkage
A plane linkage consisting of four links pinned tail to head in aclosed loop with lower or closed joints. It is a plane mechanism



38onsisting of iting of four links that form rotating kinematic pairs. The four barlinkage is ranged in such a way that it adjusts the inner diameter of thetank.

Figure 7.4 four bar linkage

7.5 Hollow shaft
Shaft made up of mild steel of diameter 15mm is used to transmit

rotary motion from motor to the four bar linkage. Holes provided on the
shaft, adjust the four bar linkage according to the diameter of the tank.

A shaft is a rotating machine element, usually circular in cross

section, which is used to transmit power from one part to another, or from

a machine which produces power to a machine which absorbs power. The

various members such as gears motor are mounted on it.



Figure 7.5 Shaft

7.6 Selection of springs
A spring is an elastic object used to store mechanical energy.

Springs are usually made out of spring steel. There are a large number of

spring designs; in everyday usage the term often refers to coil springs.

Small springs can be wound from pre-hardened stock, while larger ones

are made from annealed steel and hardened after fabrication. Some non-

ferrous metals are also used including phosphor bronze and titanium for
parts requiring corrosion resistance and beryllium copper for springs
carrying electrical current (because of its low electrical resistance).When
a coil spring is compressed or stretched slightly from rest, the force it

exerts is approximately proportional to its change in length (this
approximation breaks down for larger deflections). The rate or spring
constant of a spring is the change in the force it exerts, divided by the
change in deflection of the spring. That is, it is the gradient of the force
versus deflection curve. An extension or compression spring has units of
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e
divided by distance, for example lbf'in or N/m. Torsion springsforce

units of torque divided by angle, such as Nem/rad or
have
albf/degree.The inverse of spring rate is compliance, that is: if a spring

as a rate of 10 N/mm, it has a compliance of 0.1 mm/N. The stiffness (orhas

rate) of springs in parallel is additive, as is the compliance of springs in

series.

7.7 Brush

The brushes are made up of Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVvC) polymer.

Brushes attached to the ends of four bar linkage revolve due to rotation of

motor shaft to clean the inner surface of the tank.

Figure 7.6 Brush



8. CONCLUSION

The water tank cleaner was used to clean the water
sanks by using rotating brushes. This method was more effective and safe

than the conventional methods. This method is capable to clean water
tanks within less time and human efforts Advanced model for tank

cleaning system is cleaning the tanks thus making the operation user

friendly. The working prototype is promising both in terms of imparting

cleanliness and avoiding excess manpower. The future scope of the

project is to extend it with auto feeding mechanism by which the

manpower involved in feeding gets removed. Through the help of the

auto feed mechanism it is easy to clean the tanks without excess

man power. The project can be even extended to increase the cleanliness

of the tank by insulating the frame and other components using stainless

steel.
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